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CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE SLOPE
DELTA MODULATOR/DEMODULATOR

Providing a simplified approach to digital speech encoding/

decoding, the MC351 7/78 series of CVSDS is designed for militay

secure communication and commercia[ telephone applications.

A single IC provides both encoding and decoding functions.

● Encode and Decode Functions on the Same Chip with

a Qigita[ Input for Selection

@ Utilization of Compatible 12L – Linear Bipolar Technology
/.<3,t.
!}s.?,:.:\(.\>*},

~ CMOS Compatible Digital Output
i:+t

.:$~::\/$>,
*J<.,

@ Digital Input Threshbld Selectable (VCC/2 reference
,.. .’.,;.,,<,fy k.’.

,?.!*}:,

provided on chip)
~,..q*.$*$.:,,..:,,*Y .....,:*\.~~~:.

* MC3417/MC3517 has a 3-Bit Algorithm (General .*\i i..,.,,,,*.\.~+:$,f-
“!{,$.**ip$.\$>!.,

Communication) ~-*.. ,..;
J/;,

Analog Ref Fxlter

output input Input

[.) [-)

To Wolfgang PertoId Oznl
Order this data sheet by MH4171D

MC3417,MC3517
MC3418,MC3518

...
L SUFFK P Sumx

““CERAMIC PACUGE PMS~C PACWGE
MSE 62O-1O CASE M-06

DW SUFFIX
P~STIC PAC~GE

CASE 751G-01
SQ-16L

PIN CONNECTIONS

1 1

Analog

d
1

Input
[ -)

Anal og
Feedback d2 (+)

4syllabic ~

Filter

b Encoae/
15 —Decode

Gain

~

4 P13 O!gital Data

Control lnDut (-}

Ref

d h
DlgttalInput(+} 5 12
Threshold

Fiirer

4E

6
Co,ncuaence

Inp”l (-) 11 —output

Analog ,0 VCC;2
output 7 Outout

~
‘EE 8 P9 Dig]ral

output

ORD~lNG lNF9RMA~ON

Device I Pacha9
1

MCM17L Ceramic DIP
MC~180W
MCWlaL
MCW18P
Ma517L
MB518L

PlasticSOIC
Ceramic DIP
PlasticDIP

Ceramic DIP
Ceramic DIP

Range

O“cto + 70”C
0% to +70”C
O*Cto + 70’C
O“cto + 70”C

- 55-C 10 + 125%
- 55°C to + 12WC
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WAX[MUM RATINGS
[All voltages referenced to VEE, TA = 25aC unless otherwiea nored.)

Rat ing Symbol Value Unit

Power Supply Voltage vc~ -0.4 tO +18 Vuc
Differential Analeg Input Volrage VID * 5.0 Vdc

Digilal Threshold Voltage vT~ -0.4 to Vcc Vdc

Logic Input Vol~age VLagi~ -0.4 to +18 Vti
(Clock, Digital Oata. Encode/

C
..,:,.,.

Coincidence Output Voltage Vo(c on] -0.4 to +18 Vdc

Svllabic Filt~r Input Voltage VI(SY1) -0.4 to Vcc Vdc

Gain Control Input Voltage vi(GC) -0.4 to Vcc Vdc

Reference Input Voltage vl(Ref) vc~j2 -1.0 to Vcc Vdc

Vcc/2 Output Current lRef -25 mA

ELECTRICAL C~RACTERISTI~
(Vcc = 12 V, VEE = Grid. TA = O*C to +7W for MW17/18, TA = - 55°C to + 125°C i

M@77/Mm517

:ed.)

Unit

Vdc

mA

mA

Vdc

Vdc

d

PA

mV

Cllantieristic

Power Supply Voltage Range {Figure 1)

Power Supply Current (figure 1)
(@ Idle Channel]

(Vcc = 5.0 V, All except MC3418P,DW
(VCC = 5.0 V, MCU18P,DW)
[Vcc = 15 V, All except MU418P.DW)
{V~C = t5 V, MC3418P,DW)

Gain Controi Current Ranae (Fiaure 21

Typ

12

Max

16.5

Mart

16.5

5.0
5.5
10
11

3.0

+:$ 12

3.7

3.7
6.0
6.0

—
—

IGCR 0.002

Analog Comparator Input Range
(Pins 1 and 2)

VI I 1.3 1.3

1.3

—
—
—

—

—

fcc-1.:

Jcc–1:

1.0
1.0
0.3

– 0.3

0.4

0.1

6.0

—

— r:.,>(4.75 V = VCC S 16.5 V)

Analog Output Range {Pin 7)

(4.76 V G“VCC = ~6.5 V. 10 = =5.0 mA)

Ihput Has Currents (Figure 3)
(Comparator in Aaive Region)

Analog Input (11)
Analog Feedback {12)
Syllabic Filter Input (131
Reference Input (15)

Inpu? Mset Current ‘,i,
(Comparator in Active Region) ?*>,+,

Analog lnputiAnalog Feedback ,y-:~ “~.,

Ill -121 – Figure 3
Integrator Amplifier

115-161— Kgure 4
:~,!

Input Offset Voltage
V/l Converter (Pins 3snd ~%~ Hgure 5

1.5
1.5
0.5

-0.5

0.6

0.2

0.25
0.25
0.06

-0.06

0.05

0.0!

2.06.0

+,~,.b. i

Transconductarr@ .%<,*
VII Convener. ~$p~#:~tiA
Integrator _~@~O to =5.0 mA Load

Propagatio@jQ~f’*’’% mes (Note 1)
Clock T#~#&<.to Digital Output

(C$ &\2,$pF to Grid)
C~~~~~~@ger to Coincidence Output

+,,,@< ‘A 25 PF to Grid)
~~+w’ = 4-0 kQ tO Vcc)

C~rrcidence Output Voitage —
Low Logic State

(lOL(Con) = 3.0 mAl

Coincidence Output Leakage Curren( —
High Logic State

(voH = 15 V, O°C s TA s 70nCl

&
grrr

0.1
1.0

0.3
10

1.0
0.8
1.0
0.8

0.1
1.0

—

—

0.3
10

1.0
0.8
1.0
0.8

—

2.5

2.5

3.0
2.0

—
—

2.5
2.5
3.0
2.0

tpL~ —
tpHL —
tpLH —
tp~~ —

/o~[con) — D.tz 0.25 0.12 0.25 Vdc—

ioH(con) — 0.01 0.5 0.01 0.5—

NOW 1. Ail propagation delay times measured 507. to 500/. from the negative going (from Vcc to -0.4 V] edge of the clock.

@
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ELECTRIML CHAMCURISTIM {contirtudl

Mc3417/Mc3517 Mc34181Ma518

Wn Typ Max mn

+?.2 — Vcc -2.0 +1.2

Typ
—

Unit

Vdc
1 —.—–

AppIied Digital Threshold Voltage Range vTH
fmm 171

Vcc -2.0

-.

Digital Threshold Input Current !t(th)
(1.2V = v~h= Vcc - 2,QV)

(VILapplied to Pins 13, 14 and ?5)
[VIMapplied to Pins 13.14 and 15)

— — 5.0 -
— -lo -50 —

= 5.0 — — = 5.0

+10 — +10

— 3.0 6.0 —

— — = 3.5

5.0
-50-lo

Maximum Integrator Amolifier I 16 mA— —
Output Curr;nt “

.“

VCC/2 Generator Maximum output Current [Ref
(Source only)

mA—

VCC12 Generator Output Impedance
I

ZRef
(0 to +10 mA)

3.0
.- —-. . . . . ..

VCC12 Generator Tolerance cr
(4.75 V = VCC = 16.5 V)

Logic Input Voltage (Pins 13, 14 and 15)
Low Logic State vi~
High Loaic State Vlu

0/0

Vdc

rrrv

Grtd — vth -0.4 Gnd
vth + 0.4 — 18 vth + 0.4

,~$
*,,.,,!X.. ,\,.,$,.:~t.,~.,... ,*A.?*

,e$?“’,’!1$~t:::,
. ...— — *:$~~h-.+ ..,>.— — ..:. ~t.\.&,, 3:,,.$,,

— — — “$~,$:$:.!,:\,\:,_...
— ‘.,y,.. —,~,kf~— *..;“ ** ....\ —

>,,,,~t~$:’. ~
— ‘i’ -“:C’5.O —=2.5 ~~
— 2 se ‘*3*y$k 7.5 —
—

~=’%: =10
>...,.*

J,,~’~.$,,,,_
.\t,~

— .tt.,;.,:’~,i~$ .+
.%;. ‘_

- ~i!i~, :+
~:%>,*:.$v,*_

“~v%h —
.,.,

,>,
f?~— = 4.0 & 6.0 —

— = 4.5 = 8.0
— =5.5 510

0.1 0.4 —
Vcc - 1.0 Vcc -0.2 — Vcc– 1.0

+ 3.2 — Vcc + 3.2

8.o 10 12 8.0
1.45 1.5 1.55 1.4

1.42
2;5 —3.0 —3.25 2.75

— = 100 = 250 —
— —

— +5.0 —(
— — + 5.0 —
— + 5.0 —

— -lo —
— -360 —
— -36 —

-72 —

NO= 2. @narnic Iotal loop offset (lVoff~etl equals VIO {comparator) {Rgure 3} minus VIOX (Hgu m 5). The inpm offset vo[tages of the analog com~arator
and of me integrator amplifier include the effems of input offset current through the input resistors. The slope polarity witch current mismatch
aPPears as an avera9ev0ita9eaCrossthe 10 k integrator resistor. For the MWT71MC3517, the ctock frequency is 16 kHz. For the MC3418/
M~518, the clock frequen~ is 32 kHz. Idle channel performance is guaranteed if this dynamic Iotal Ioop offset is Iesg than ~ne.~alf Of the
change in integrator output voltage durrrrg one clock cycle (ramp $!ep size). Laser trimming is used 10 insure good idle channel performance.

vth -0.4
18

Dynamic Total Loop ~set Voltage
(Note 2) — Rgures 3,4 and 5

IGG = 12 wA, vcc = 12 V
TA o 25°C IAII except 3418P,DW}

(MC3418P,DWI
o“C = TA G + 700C (MC3417/18L}

(MC3418P,DW)
– 55°C < TA s + 125°C (MC3517/18)

2V*ff~et

= 0.5
=0.5

* 0.75
* 0.75
=1.5

iGc = 33@; Vcc = 12 v
~A = 25°C
O°C s TA s + 70°C (MC341 7/18) —
- 55’C ~TAs + 1Z5°C (MC3517/18)

[GC = ?2 ~, vcc = 5.0 V
T* = 25°C (AII except M~18p,~w

(MW18P,DW)
O*C % TA < +700C (MC3417/18L)

(MC3418P,DW)

—
— —
— —
— —
—

*1.O
%?.0
=1.3
=1.3
& 2.5- 55*C~ TA % + 125*C{MC3517/18)

iGc = 33 @, Vcc = 5.0 V
TA = 25°C
O°Cs TA $ +70°C (MC3417/la)

*$*\:~>

–55°C s TA s + 125°C (MC3517/18) + ‘~$<<~Ft.,.

Digital Output Voltage
(IOL = 3.6 mA)
(~OH = -0.35 mA)

Syilatic Pi!ter Appfied Voltage (Pin ,~~
(Rgure 2}

—

0.1
ICc-a.z

0.4
—

Vcc

12
1,55
1.58
3.25

= 250
= 280

+ 5.0
+ 5.0
+ 5.0

—

VO{AV*)

= 100
= 100

ltH

—

:., -
Digital Oata tnput
Cfock !nput
Encode/Decode tnvut

-lo
-360
-36
-72

—
—
—
—I Clock tnput. VIL =“ 0.4 V

I
@ MOTOROLA Semiconductor Products Inc.
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DEFIN~ONS AND FUNCTION OF PINS

Pin 1 — Analog Input
This is the analog comparator inverting input where

the voice signal is applied. it may be ac or dc coupled
depending an the appiicatian. If the voice signal is to
be ievel shifted to the internal reference voltage, then
a bias resistor between Pins 1 and 10 is used. The resis-
tor is used to establish the reference as the new dc
average of the ac coup!ed signal. The analog compar-
ator was designed for low hysteresis (typically less than
0.1 mV) and high gain (typically TO dB).

Pin 2 — Analog Feedback
This is the noninverting input to the analog signal

comparator within the IC. In an encoder application it
should be connected to the analog output of the errcoder
circuit This may be Pin 7 or a low pass filter output
connected to Pin 7. In a decode circuit Pin 2 is not used
and may be tied to VCC/2 on Pin 10, ground or Ieft open.

.- .,The analog input comparator .has. bias curren- of
1.5 WA max, thus the driving impedances of Pins 1 and
2 should be equal to avoid disturbing Che idle channel
characteristics of the encoder.

Rn 3 — Syllabic Filter
Thi$ is the point at which the syllabic filter voltage is

returned to the IC in order to control the integrator step
size. It is an NPN input to an OP amp. The syllabic filter
consists of an RC network between Pins 11 and 3. Typ-
ical time constant values of 6.0 ms to 50 ms are used
in voice codecs.

Pin 4 — Gain Control Input
The syllabic filter voltage appears across Cs of ths$,,

syllabic filter and is the voltage between VCC .@N, “~>
Pin 3. The active voltage to current (V-1) coqyew~

-- .$y,:,*,!.*Q+w

drives Pin 4 to the same voltage at a sle~$$$~k,,~~
typically 0.5 V/Ws. Thus the current injecteQ,,~@~ 4
[IGc) is the syllabic filter voltage dividq~~~$the Rx
resistance. Figure 7 shows the relatiq+$h$~”’beween
IGC (x-axis) and the integrating CU@n$-#~t {Y-aXiS).
The discrepancy, which is mos~ ~QH%@nt at verv low
currents, is due to circuitry wl~in’$he slope polarity
switch which enables trim~$m~:’$~~ a iow total loop
offset. The Rx resistor is theh~.$~ed to adjust the 10oP
gain of the codec, but @~,uld be no larger than 5.0 k~
to maintain stability. $~~$$F’&

‘~l:..... .‘.li+,{k<,.....*...;\
Pin 5 — Referen@,~~t

This pin is..f&@$#tinverting inPut of the in1e9rator
amplifier. It @“uRq’#toreference the dc level of the output
signal. lg$~~$s~oder circuit it must reference the same
voltagez~~~m 1 and is tied to Pin 10.

‘,~.$>.+t.i???:~{.,~,\~,,
~:,%,t\t\’..,8

Pin 6 ~ Filter input
This-inverting op amp input is used to connect the

integrator externai components. The integrating cur-
rent (llnt) flows into Pin 6when the analog input (Pin 1)
is high with respect to the analog feedback (Pin 2) in

the encode mode or when the digital data input
lPin 13) is high in the decode mode. For the opposite
states, Ilnt flows out of Pin 6. Single integration sys-
tems require a capacitor and resistor between Pins 6
and 7. Multipole configurations will have different cir-
cuitry. The resistance between Pins 6 and 7 should
always be between 8.0 k~ a nd 13 k~ tomaintain good
idle channel characteristics.

“’:\.:$,(,“
l’.l’\:t*;.>.,\:;;*.}..,. ,,~.

Wn 7 — Analag Output ......... ~$\,)+,.,..” .. ,.,
This is the integrator OP amp output. It is+.&~@e

of driving a 600-ohm load referenced t@#~}~ to
+ 6.0 dBrn and can otherwise be treate~g~~~~pp amp
output. Pins 5, 6, and 7 provide full ac&@,$P’’the inte”
grater op amp for designing int@&&*’ filter net-
works. The slew rate of the in$~rn~a$compensated
integrator op amp is typically~~~~V/&s. Pin 7 output
is current limited for both R*~Q~l& of current ffow at
typically 30 mA. ~>$:$:Ci .P*

,. *<,:4?>,4.
\“’.:>.>,.*.,\k.....’

Pin 8 — VEE ,:,..$,},,,.,?...y:‘,,.&+\>,“
The circuit is de~ped:’b work in either single or dual

Power SUPP[Y h$~,&hns. Pin 8 is always connected
to the most n~a~@ supply.

\\+- .>%.*.?.J:,4:’?

Pin9— ,D#Jgai output
The,r$~gital” ‘output provides the results of the delta.> .:.., ,

m~&~,~t&Es conversion. it swings between VCC and
~~a@ is CMOS or TTL compatible. Pin 9 is inverting

..l,w$f~spem to Pin 1 and non-invertina with resoect to
‘X:#~r2. It is clocked on the faIIina edg~ of Pin 14. The

~pical 10% to 90% rise and fall-tim;s are 250 ns and
50 ns respectively for VCC = 12 V and CL = 25 pF to
ground.

Pin 10 — vcc/2 output
An internal low impedance mid-supply reference is

provided for use of the MC3417/18 in single supply
applications. The interns I regulator is a current source
and must be loaded with a resistorto insure its sinking
capability. If a +6.0 dBrno signal is expected across
a 600 ohm input bias resistor, then Pin 10 must sink
2.2 VJ600 Q = 3.66 mA. This is only possible if Pin 10
sources 3.66 mA into a resistor normally” and will
source only the difference under peak load. The ref-
erence load resistor is chosen accordingly. A 0.1 PF
bypass capacitor from Pin 10 to VEE is also recom-
mended. The VCC/2 reference is capable of sourcing
10 mA and can be used as a reference elsewhere in
the system circuitry.

Pin 11 — CoincidenceOutput
The duty cycle of this pin is proportional to the voltage

across CS. The coincidence output will be low whenever
the content of the internal shift register is all 1s or all
0s. In the MC3417 the register is 3 bits long while the
MC3418 contains a 4 bit register. Pin 11 is an open col-
lector of an NPN device and requires a pull-up resistor.

Semiconductor Products inc.
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If the syllabic filter is to have equal charge and discharge
time constants, the value of RF should be much less
than Rs. In systems requiring different charge and dis-
charge constants, the charging constant is RSCS while
the decaying constant is (Rs + Rp)CS. Thus longer
decays are easily achievable. The NPN device should
not ba required to sink more than 3.0 mA in any con-
figuration. The typical 10% to 9070 rise and fall times
are 200 ns and 100 ns respectively for RL = 4.0 k~ to
+12 V and CL = 25 pF to ground.

Pin ?2 — Dig~al Threshold
This input sets the switching threshold for Pins 13,

14, and 15. It is intended to aid in interfacing different
logic families without efiernal parts. Often it is corr-
ected to the VC~/2 reference for CMOS interface or can
be biased two diode drops above VEE for ~L interface.

Pin 13 — Digital Data Input
In a decode application, the digital data stream is

applied to Pin 13. (n an @ncdder it may be unused or
may be used to transmit signaling message under the
control of Pin 15. It is an inverting input with respect to
Pin 9. When Pins 9 and 13 are connected, a toggle fiip-
flop is formed and a forced idle channel pattern can be
transmitted. The digital data input level should be main-

tained for 0.5 KS before and after the clock trigger for
proper clocking.

Pin 14 — CJockInput
The clock input determines the data rate of the

codec circuit. A 32K bit rate requires a 32 kHz clock.
The switching threshold of the clock input is set by
Pin 12. The shift register circuit toggles on the falling
edge of the clock input. The minimum width for a
positive-going pulse on the clock input ~&&~~~$Ons,
whereas for a negative-goiag pulse, it ~x.~,~~i?~.

,.* ,,>’/4*<$.,:,.{,C.\k,. !i
Pin 15 — Encodemeeode ‘\+ ,,:,~,:.:>~.

,,$!?..$
This pin controls the connectia~$w$~analog input

comparator and the digital in@$’cb%parator to the
internal shift register. If hig@$*~~~.,&sult of the analog
comparison will be clocked ‘~~o,,~e register on the fall-
ing edge at Pin 14. If lq~/~he’’~gital input state will be
entered. This allows ~$~ae IC as an encoder/decoder
or simplex codec @~o& external pa~. Furthermore,
it allows non-voi<~~@rns to be forced onto the trans-
mission line tti~~~ Pin 13 in an encoder,

....&$&...:~~.

w:”Pin 16—$” ‘+’
The .$~%~h SUPD[Y range is from 4.75 to 16.5 volts

CVSD 13

MC3517

k

=
‘=3518 12

11

5

.— ..-. .

FIGURE Z - lGcR, GAIN CONTROL RANGE and

1Int - INTEGRATING CURRENT

v cc
?

11“0

i~c Rx

4
Cvso ,3 Digital

0,7 MF MC3517 Oata Input

5 ‘C35’8 12
10 k

6 11

~:A ~, 7 10 “’ ‘ +o.lf16a.05

s 9 = Digital

Outout=

Note: Digital OutQut = Digits\ Oata Input

“ For static testing, the clock is onlv necesmrv for

preconditioning to obtain proper stete for a given inpuz,

@
MOTOROLA Semiconductor Products Inc. —
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FIGURE 3- INPUT BIAS CURRENTS, ANALOG

COMPARATOR OFFSET VOLTAGE AND CURRENT

v~~

1.

I LI u
xm+~

v 10(cOmparater) II ,~ G&&7

— 1
0

16 ~ ‘- -
12 lk

— 2
100 mV 13 15 —

f+ ,11. 3

t4 - Clock

4
;:5:7 ‘3 >

~=353* 12 —
j5 5

10 k 11
6

0.05 PF r

.7. ..’0 1

~ B
g I“’M’. =

Note: The analog comparator Off Sat vo~taga is tested
under dynamic conditions and th@r@f~r* must

be measured with appropriate fi Itering.

FIGURE 5- V/[ CONVERTER OFFSET VOLTAGE,
Vlo and VIQX

~s
.?;:!

\ t?.<

*32 k~Z MC3418/MC3518
.~?.\,

,\.\/,
,:~,.<.:$<i,,,,,,.,.?$~.

16 kHz MC3417fMC3617
t., .

. ‘ ~:>)j~
v~c ~:$,), ~

NotO: V,0 ~ is zhe average veita9e of the tfian~ular
waveform observed a~ the meaSur%menI PQ int$.

@

FlGLrRE4- INTEGRATOR ~PLIFIER OFFSET
VOLTAGE AND CURRENT

v~c
?

15k=14 Clock*_L 2
4.5 v
+

II= 3

IGCI 3k

o.1~
& Cvso 13-

)1 Mc3517

d 5 MC3518 12 —
10 k

x 6
11

+ Q
o

u
7

0.05 MF
10

~:
1

VO(*V} y 8 9

(Note 1} =

*32 kHz MC3418/MC3518

16 kHz MC341?IMC3S17

Notes: 1. ~~(AV), Dynamic lntegraI!ng CUr~nt Match. is the aVera9e
vojtage of the triangular wavefom obsewed a! the mew
suremefi! poinr9. acmm 10 W reaiwor with IGC = 1.5 MA.

2, See Note 2 of the Elmriml Chammerisli=. pa9e 3.
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WPtCAL PERFORMANCE CURVES

FIGURE 7- TYPICAL IInt veins fGc (Meen s 20J

..-
1.0 20 3.0 5.0 7.0 10 20 w 50 70 100

IGGGAINCONTROL CURRENT hA) - PIN 4

FIGURE 9 – NOrmaliZed RYNMIC”INTEGRATING-
CURRENT MATCH vewusCL~K FREQU&NCY

FIGURE 8- NORMALIZED DYN~iC
INTEGRATING CUR RENT MATCH vamus VCC

+00

*60

*a

o

-20

,,..,,:’.)4, ~ .,! .. ,.,,

F[GU Rk>l,@.:W:~YNMIC TOTAL LOOP

OF*+kkus CLOCK FREQUENCY

II RI I
..

I
-7s

H

I*C figure 6. I I I III .;.!

Norrnxtizd to k :’.<$.,.?,$,. !.,

10 kn@ l~c = 1.5mA)

fcL~, CLOCK FREaUENCY {kHz]

I i
.

I

I I Level Oet=t

Algorithm
I

–B MOTOROLA

-—-. -

Semiconductor Products Inc.
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FIGURE 32- CVSD WAVEFORMS

[Reconstructed Audio]

@
MOTOROLA Semiconductor Pmducfs Inc.
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FIGURE 14-16 kHz SIMPLEX VOICE COOEC
(Using M-1 7, Single Pole Companditig 8nd =n@e Intqration)

(CVSD) is a simple alternative to mor~&~@x corrven-

tional conversion tech nique$ in sy~x’?;wuiring digital
‘“?;; ~J$?

communication of analog signals. ~-~,~~ human voice is
-’;?

analog, but digital transmissiq~o~ia signal over great

distance is attractive. Signa~&~~~e{~atios do not vary with

distance in digital trqs%~~on and multiplexing,

switch ing and repeati~~y~~w’are is more Wonomical and
easier to design. ~<ow’~~f instrumentation A to D con.

verters do not ~&&k&the communications requirements.

The CVSD $,,f~~:<fkwell suited to the ~quirements of

digital co&~~*&tions and is an economically efficient

mean$ Gf, ~@#king analog inputs for transmission.
~:a$‘fd,

~%‘~$~i

,~~~i,~ Modulator

‘}~~~~w innermost control loop of a CVSD converter is

~;~q!tiple delta modulator. A block diagram CVSD Encoder

~;lis shown in Figure 11. A delta modulator consists of a

comparator in the forward path and an integrator in

the feedback path of a simple control loop. The inputs

to the comparator are the input analag signal and the

integrator output. The wmparator output reflects the

@

sign of the difference between the input voltage and

the integrator output. That sign bit is the digital output

and als~ controls the direction of ramp in the integrator.

The comparator is normally c[ocked so as to produce

a synch ronou$ and band I imited digital bit stream.

If the clocked serial bit stream is transmitted,

received, and delivered to a similar integrator at a remote

point, the remote integrator output is a copy of xhe

transmitting control loop integrator output. To the

extent that the integrator at the transmitting locations

tracks the input signs!, the remote receiver reproduces

the input signal. Low pass filtering at the receiver output

will eliminate mo$t of the quantizing noise, if the clock

rate of the bit stream is an Mave or more above the

bandwidth of the input signal. Voice bandwidth is 4 kHz

and clock rates from 8 k and up are possible. Thus the

delta modulator digitizes and transmits the analog input

to a remote receiver. The serial, unframed nature of the

data is ideal for communications networks. With no

input at the transmitter, a continuous one zero alternation

is transmitted. If the two integrators are made leaky, then

during any loss of contact the receiver output decays to

Semiconductor Products Jnc.
9
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CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION {cantinud}

zero and receive restarl begins without framing when the

receiver reacquires. Similarly a delta modulator is tolerant

of sporadic bit errors. Figure 12 shows the delta modu-

lator waveforms while Figure ~3 shows the corresponding

CVSD decoder block diagram.

The Commanding Algorithm

The fundamental advantages of the delta modulator

are its simplicity and the serial format of its output.

Its limitations are its ability to accurately Convem the
input within a limited digital bit rate. The analog input

must be band limited and amplitude limited. The fre.

quency limitations are governed by the nyquist rate while

the amplitude capabilities are set by the gain of the

integrator.

The frequency Iimits are bounded on the upper end;

- that is, for any input bandwidtt) there exists a clock

frequency larger than that bandwidth which will trans-

mit the signal with a specific noise level. However, the

amplitude limits are bounded on both uPPer and iower

ends. For a signal level, one specific gain will achieve an

optimum noise level. Unfortunately, the basic delta

modulator has a small dynamic range over which the

noise level is constant.

The continuously variable sloPe circuitry provides

increased dynamic range by adjusting the gain of the

integrator. For a given clock frequency and inPut

bandwidth the additional circuitry increases the delta

modulator’s dynamic ran9e. External to the bati~

if it contains all 1s or 0s. This condition is called coinci-

dence. When it occurs, it indicates that the gain of the

integrator is too small. The coincidence output charges

a single pole low pass filter. The voltage output of this

syllabic filter controls the integrator gain through a pulse

amplitude modulator whose other input is the sign bit

or upldown control. ~~*~.*.
...... $,*,

The simplicity of the all ones, all zeros al~~wp

should not be taken lightly. Many other COqt~l~’#~O-

rithms using the shift register have been trie#.~~~~~Y to
~::>,$:.,,-.SL},<.

the accepted a[gorithm is that it provid@,)i~.:~a$ure of

the average power or level of the jp~+~gnal- Other

techniques provide more instan~pe~~ information

about the shape of the input ~rV&iQ’’The PurPose of

the algorithm is to control,,t~+:~in of The integrator
\, ,:,>.

and to increase the dyna.m;~,~~ge. Thus a measure of

the average input level is ~~~:~’’needed.

The algorithm is ‘-d in the receiver and thus

the level data isa{xove~d in the receiver. Because the,/,-,,*
algorithm only,,Q~$W on the past serial data, it changes

,,,,~,$ ~>.
the nature of+~~e’~t stream without changing the channel
bit rate. ,~p,t”<’

Th~$eff~ of the algorithm is to compand the input

sign~~-;%ji a CVSD encoder is played into a basic delta

~~~~tor, the output of the delta modulator will reflect

,, ,~~~*aPe of the inPut signal but all of the output will
“*~~~~’at an equal Ievei, Thus the algorithm at the output is.~>,
.,...:!, heeded to restore the level variations. The bit stream

in the channel is as if it were from a standard delta modu-
, ~~’ ‘ $:.,

delta modulator is an algorithm which monitors ‘~ie ‘~: [ator-with a constant level input.

past few outputs of the delta modulator in +&s** The delta modulator encoder with the CVSD algorithm

shift register. The register is 3 or 4 bib lon9 dq~.%@~&’~n provides an efficient method for digitizing a voice input

the application. The Sccepted CVSD alg~it~, “~lmply.(~;hik’~;.~i
in a manner which is especially convenient for digital

monitors the content$ of the shift registdk~~$.tndicates communciations requirements.
$::?.?..

,\%4,\$$‘~~..,.
}Jl k’+

- APPLICATIONS lNFORMATtON,,,*$>>?,:.<<..%~,,?,$+.>~
$+’,i:,>,
.....,., !:?,1$,$:.’,:,,::$:,~~{\?*>:?, cVSD DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

~~.
,.;,’ j.:“.ik?,,~>~~ \,+

A simple CVSD enQ,@[{~ii9 the MC3417 or MC~18
is shown in Figur@ri~~: *ese [CS are 9en@ral Pumose

CVSD building ~~W#tihich allow the system designer,,$,\ .,.
to tailor the Wwkr’s transmission chara~eristics to

the applic~~~~~hus, the achievable transmission capsr-

bilities.;w~strained by the fundamental limitations,.*,..,
of del&/@&dulation and the design of encoder param-

y,~$.~k
ete~q$rxtik performance is not dictated by the internal

confl~uration of the MC3417 and MC3418. There are

seven design considerations involved in designing

these basic CVSD building blocks into a specific codec

application, and they are as follows:

1. Selection of clock rate

@

2. Required number of shift register bits

3. Selection of loop gain

4. Selection of minimum step size

5. Design of integration filter transfer function

6. Design of syllabic filter transfer function

7. Design of low pass filter at the receiver

The circuit in Figure 14 is the most basic CVSD circuit

possible. For many applications in secure radio or other

intelligible voice channel requirements, it is entirelY

sufficient. In this circuit, items 5 and 6 are reduced to

their simplest form. The syllabic and integration filters

are both single pole networks. The selection of items

? through 4 govern the codec performance.

Semiconductor Prducb inc.
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CVSD DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS (continued}

Layout Considerations

Care should be exercised to isolate all digital signal

paths (Pins 9, 11, 13, and 14) from analog signal paths
(Wrr$ 1-7 and 10} in order to achieve proper idle channel

petiormance.

ClOck Rate

With minor modifications the circuit in Figure 14

may be operated anywhere from 9.6 kHz to 64 kHz
clock rates. Obviously the higher the clock rate the higher

the S/N performance. The circuit in Figure 14 typically

produces the S/N performance shown in Figure 15.

The selection of clock rate is usually dictated by the

bandwidth of the transmission medium. Voice band-

width systems wIII require no higher than g600 HZ.

Some radio systems will allow 12 kHz. Private 4-wire

telephone systems are often operated at 16 kHz and

‘commercial telephone performance” can be achieved

at 32K bits and akue. Other codecs may use bit rates

up to 200K bits/see.

Selection of Loop Gain

The gain of the circuit in Figure 14 is set by resistor

Rx. Rx must be selected to provide the proper integrator

step size for high level signals such that the ampanding

ratio does not exceed about 25Y0. The commanding ratio

is the active low duty cycleof the coincidenceoutput on
Rn 11of the codec circuitThus the system gain is dep~,

dent on:
,.~:\/:,*...:‘>.$.t..?t~.~t..!>:..

1. The maximum level and frequency of t~’’,j~~at
‘..,!.~~t,>:lt.~,

1+$.
signal. *t\~.\,,....,,,.}>,!’‘.a:+&\$*,:,,

2. The transfer function of the integratio&~*F?.,, .,;. ,:<~

For voice codecs the typical input sig~~?s.,,~a~en to be‘.::.., ,,~
a sine wave at 1 kHz of O dBmo l&&*~~~b’practice, the

‘~i,.t.>.
useful dynamic range extends abo$t 6“*~bove the design

level. In any system the co,rnw~ng ratio should not\$\+..+{:(J.
exceed 30%. k$i,\,,y>++..J$~ ~$.,i

To calculate the req~~,~,~~p size current, we must

describe the tran$fer w~~eristic$ of the integra~iors

filter. In the basic,,~rcdk, of Figure 14, a single pole of

160 Hz is used. -’$ J?a<,.
,,... .:;,

,$, $;~fi<i 10 kQ, c1 = 0.1 ~F
,$j;tf, *0*

7 Ks—~~...:{....... T= C(S+ l/RC) S + m.*\\.\,..,, ),
:.:~~!\\F*~’*$,1$. ~\*, Uo= 2rrf

!~+j,.~:
-:\$. ,::$>i*$.:? 103= Wo = 22rf‘\*$.,w.~,. *...!,:?;.:.$*-..,)$,

$.}.\ f = 159.2 Hz“‘i.’
*>?

Note that the integration filter produces a single-pole

FIGURE 15 – SIGNAL-TO-NOISE PERFORMANCE

OF M-17 W*TH SINGLE INTEGRATION, SINGLE*OLE
AND COMMANDING AT 16K sITS - TYPICAL

I I [ I I I I I I I I{ I I I I

I {

15 ~- — —

I I

= I /
=

/; clock Rate :16 kHz
2
z /

10 / I

/

/

/ .:. ..

/

5.0
,.,>,..,“\a,:.+?+$~,,.j,‘i

-40 -30 -20 -lo :. o‘,’! 10

respo;se from 300 to 3 kHz. The current required to

move the integrator output a specific voltage from zero

is simply:

‘i=%+ (c’x%)

Now a O dBmo sine wave has a peak value of 1.0954

volts. In 1/a of a cvcle of a sine wave centered around

the zero crossing, the sine wave changes by approximately

its peak value. The CVSD step should trace that change.

The required current for a O dBm T kHz sine wave is:

INPUT LEVEL (dElRELATSVE TQ?i&i$~tiiRLOAO
... ,.t.

~,,,.,}t<>,.i.‘~:.,. “~’*.L..,.! .?>-

Shift Register Length (Algori%$

The M~417 has a th$@,l@it afgorithm and the M~41 8

has a four-bit algorith~.(~~’ clock rates of 16 kHz and

below, the 3-bit ~~~$rn i$ well suited. For 32 kHz

and higher clo~k$~~g~s, the 4-bit system is preferred.

Since the al~,~?~’rnrecords a fixed past history of the
\ .:.$,.

input sign~l~:~ Ignger shift register is required to obtain

the sa~~~,~$rial hsitory. At 16 bits and below, the

4-bit ,sx~fithm will produce a s] ightly wider dynamic
*5,.....,<::.*

range’~ the expen$e of level change response. Basically

the M~417 is designed for low biz rate svstems and the

M~418 is intended for high performance, high bit rate

svstem. At bit rates above 64K bits either pan Wiil

work wel 1.

1!1v o.lPF(I.1) =0.g35mA

‘i = “2(70 kQJ + 0.125 ms

*The maximum voltage across RI when maximum

slew is required is:
1.1 v

2

Now the voltage range of

power SUPPIV voltage, thus:

Rx= 0.25(VCC)

A similar proc~ure can be

the syllabic filter is the

1

0.935 mA

followed to establish the

Proper gain for any input level and integration filter type.

Semiconductor Pmduch Inc.
12
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CVSD DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS (continued)

Minimum Step Wze For values of V. near VCC/2 the Vo/R term is negli-

The final parameter to be selected for the simple codec gible; thus

in Figure 14 is idle channel step size. With no input signal, AVO

the digital output becomes a one-zero alternating pattern
[i= CS~

and the analog output becomes a small triangle wave.

Mismatches of internal currents and offsets Iim it the
where AT is the clock period and AVO is the desired

peak-to-peak value of the idle output. For a 16K-bit
minimum step size which wilt produce a perfect idle system using the circuit in Figure 14
channel pattern. The MC3417 is tested to ensure that

“’:\.:$,(,“

a 20 mVpp minimum step size at 16 kHz will attain a

?>..J.,\:<*;<>.,\:;:.:,
ii= O.IPF 20mV .... ,,:.$.h

= 33 VA <PY;,5;>$>:
proper idle channel. The idle channei step size must be

62.5 PS ~, $~i, $ *y

twice the specified total loop offset if a one-zero idle
--’;Y,>.:$3,,~$,$.

The uoltage on CS which produces ,?~’~$$&A current is

pattern is desired. In some applications a much smaller
,~~kf$,,+:.:)

determined by the value of Rx. .,,., ,.,
*.,:,.*”.’

minimum step size [e.g., 0.1 mV} can produce quiet

,,:.$
“!\:>~,.$!)~

ii Rx = VSmin; for 33 #,&<~*@ = 41.6 mV
performance w;thout providing a 1-0 pattern.

To set the idle channel step size. the value of Rmin in Figure 14 Rs is 18 kQ. “~~$ selwion is discussed

must be selected. With no input signal, the slope controi
with the syllabic filter cq@~&ra~ons. The voltage divider

algorithm is inactive. A [ong series of ones or zeros never of RS and Rmin mu$$,~w$’an output of 41.6 rnV.,. .

occurs. Thus, the voltage acros$ the syllabic fiiter capa”ci~
.kix>+a:?.,:,

tor (CS} would decay to zero. However, the voltage v~c
R~’’~$,t::.$$

= VSmj*- Rmin z 2.4 Ma

diuider of RS and Rmin (see Figure 14) sets the minimum ,,!.~,...\,.,, ,:..

allowed voltage across the syllabic filter capacitor. That
.:::$,:Y,,,...,~?:,,.

Haui~~.@~]~shed these four parameters - clock rate,
voltage must pr~duce the desired ramps at the analog num~~l~f~%hifi register bits, loop gain and minimum
output. Again we write the filter input current equation: ~ep{$~* _- the encoder circuit in Figure 14 will function

Ii=M
R1

4c~
,# ne~ optimum performance for input leuels around

,,a?$~m.
,fr “’*$;, ~

Integration Filter Design
~,1’~~

*,<.”

Th8 circuit in Figure 14 uses a single-pole 4Ye~tion
network formed with a 0.1 #F capacitor ,,d~~;~pl O k~
resistor. it is possible to improve the pe~}~~ke of the

,y,&,.$\.,:\:’
circuit in Figure 74 by 1 or 2 d~ ,,b~f~w’a tw~pole

integration network. The improved g?w~.?$ shown.~<~:)m,
The first pole is still placed ~1~~1~~0 Hz to provide

the 1IS uoice content curve ,@h ~~~cond pole is PIaced

somewhere aboue the 1 ,@@$~~&uency. For telephony+,~::.
circuits, the $econd pold~.$an, be placed above 1.8 kHz,,.J,~J+4,,,‘..:>.+sl~
to exceed the 1633 ~u~tbne frequency. In other comm-

unication systeWs, *#es as low as 1 kHz may be

selected. in gq~~i~’~$ghe [ower in frequency the second

pole is plac~ .&#*ti;eater the noise improvement. Then,.3s:tv\\$
to ensure @,eticoder loop $tabilitv, a zero is added to

;~.~:.,, ‘$,i:
keep t@&~~se shift less than 180°. This zero should

be ~~ce~’”lf ightly above the low-pass output filter break

f.w~w so as not to reduce the effectiveness of the
‘i~y.,.,*\>,:<,
s~nd pole. A network of 235 Hz, 2 kHz and 5.2 kHz:\\.!,,,>.,. .<>:.

~+:~: typical f~r telephone applications while 160 Hz,

‘$1.2 kHz and 2.8 kHz might be used in voice only channels.

(Voice only channels can use an output Iow.pass filter

which breaks at about 2.5 kHz.) The two-pole network

in Figure 16 has e transfer function of:

. . .

Vo ()RORI S+~
RIC1

~=

(
R2C2(R0 + RI} s +

1

)k)

1

(~O+RI)C, ‘+— 2C2

F{GURE 16- IMPROVED FILTER CONFIGURATION

R2
Anslog Output

T

600

~ese mmnoneQ1 valws are for tie teleuhone tiannel clrwit Doles described in
the {em. Tie R2, C2 produm can be prwidd tith tiffereq! valu~ of R and C. R2
should be chosen to be eaual to the termination msi~or on PIn 1.

Semfconduc?or Pmduck inc.
13
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INCREASING CVSD PERFORMANCE (continued)

Thus the two poles and the zero can be selected arbitrarily

as long as the zero is at a higher frequency than the first

pole. The values in Figure 16 represent one implementa-

tion of the telephony filter requirement.

The select ion of the two-po~e filter network effems

the selection of the loop gain value and the minimum step

size resistor. The required integrator current for a given

change in voltage now homes:

V. (R2C2 + RIC1

)

AVO ~
li=—+— —+C? —

R~ R~ RO AT

(
R2C2C1 +

)

FfICl R2C2 AV02

Ro ~.

The calculation of desired gain resistor Rx then proceeds

exactly as previously described.

Syliabic Filter Design

The syllabic filter in Figure 14 is a simple singl~pole

network of 18 kn and 0.33 PF. This produces a 6.0 ms

time constant for the averaging of the coincidence output

signal. The vo[tage across the capacitor determines the

integrator current which in turn establishes the step size.

The integrator current and the resulting $tep size deter-

mine the commanding ratio and the S/N performance.
The commanding ratio is defined as the voltage across

cs/vcc.

The SIN performance may be improved by modifying
the voltage to current transformation produced by ~~.
if different portions of the total Rx are shunted by di@e#~.l
the integrator current mn be other than ~cc-%m. ‘
These breakpoint curves must be designed ~#~n-
taily for the particular system application~~~~% eral,,,~<l,~\!~,..!:+*.
one would wish that the current wo~~~~~ble with....: ..3:,,,
input Ievet. To design the desired cu~,e, ~Bply current
to Pin 4 of the codec from an ext@~Fmurce. Input a

signal level and adjust the cur$@@~~,RSJthe WN perfor-
‘?.

.?:,

mance is optimum. Then record the syliabic filter volt-

age and the current. Repeat this for all desired signal
ievels. Then derive the resistor diode network which
produces that curve art a curve tracer.

Once the network is designed with the curve tracer,

it is then inserted in place of Rx in the cimuit and the

forced optimum noise performance will be ac~~~d

from the active syllabic algorithm.
*+‘.+,.i:~t:&$,\~$.>~,,

.,>?s~.~‘~$.~.>
Diode breakpoint networks may be ver~ ${i,ti’~~ or

moderately compf ex arrd can improve the ,Pm~H~nam ic

range of any codas. In the past they ~ab’~:~n used in

h i~h sserformance telephone codecs. <,.~ ,~$

.,...
:* If the performance of more complex diode networks

.,.\.~s:,?t,.
‘~ih,,>,.

“$”is desired. the cimuit in Figure 18 shouid be used. IT
*,$$’

simulates the commanding charamer;stics of non[jnear

Rx e~ments in a different manner,

Output Low Pass Filter

A low pass filter is required at the receiving cimuit

output to eliminate quantizing noise. In general, the lower

the bit rate, the belter the filter must be. The filter in

Figure 20 provides excellent performance for 12 kHz

to 40 k Hz systems.

... i.;,\ $:.
~\$\:~$, \>.

Two specific~,~~S.@f the integrated circuit ere speci-

fically intendg@,+~~tieet the performance requirements
..:)~,

of mmrn@]al~keiephone systems. First, slope polarity

swit~ ..*&# matching is laser trimmed to guarantee

prope~(~~k~channel performance with 5 mV minimum

ste~~~~and a typical 1% current match from 15 pA

to #~$A. Thus a 300 to 1 range of step size variation is

possible. Second, the MC3418 provides the four-bit

algorithm currently used in subscriber loop telephone

systems. With these specifications and the circuit of Fig-

ure 18, a tefephone quality codec can be mass produced.

The circuit in Figure 18 provides a 30 dB S/Nc ratio

over 50 dB of dynamic range for a 7 kHz test tone at
a 37.7K bit rate. At 37.7K bits, 40 voice channels may

be multiplexed on a standard 1.544 megabit TI facility.

This codec has also been tested for 10-7 error rates with

asynchronous and synchronous data up to 2400 baud

and for reliable performance with DTMF signaling. Thus,

the design is applicable in telephone quality subscriber

loop carrier systems, subwriber loop concentrators and

small PABX installations.

Semiconductor
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TELEPHONE CARRIER QUALITY CODEC USING MC3418 (continued)

Ths Active Commanding Network integrator current. {n Figure 18, the voltage across Rx
The unique feature of the codec in Figure 18 is the is amplified by the differential amplifier A2 whose out-

step size control circuit which uses a commanding ratio put is single ended with respect to Pin 10 of the IC.
reference, the present step size, and the present syllabic For large signal inputs, the step size is large and the
filter output to establish the optimum cornpanding output of A2 is lower than 0.7 volts. Thus 01 is fully on.
ratios and step sizes for any given input level. The com- The present step size is not a factor in the step size
panding ratio of a CVSD codec is defined as the duty control. However, the difference between 12?& com-
cycle of the coincidence output It is the parameter rnea-

,~<:>\
panding ratio and the instantaneous compa~~,~jratio

sured by the syllabic fitter and is the voltage across CS at Pin 4 is ampfified by Al, The output o$~’~$:~anges

divided by the voltage swing of the coincidence output the voltage across RK in a direction w~:~$y~~uces the
In Figure 18, the voltage swing of Pin 11 is 6-0 vofts. difference between the compandinq~$w~ce and the
The operating commanding ratio is analoged by the volt- operating ratio by changing the,,@}~p ~. The ratio Of
age between Pins 10 and 4 by means afthe virtual short R4 and R3 determines how cl~~{~~~~ voftage at Pin 4

across Pins 3 and 4 of the V to I OP amp within the will be forced to 12Y0, The k!e~l~n of R3 and R4 is

integrated circuit. Thus, the instantaneous commanding
Y.:..~I@

initiaily experimental. H~&#er, the resulting compand-
ratio of the codec is always available at the negative ing control is depende,~,~~k+, R3, R4, and the full diode
input of Al. drop DI. These val#;.@re&asy to reproduce from codec

The diode DI and the gain”of Al aid A-2 provide a
~,::lt~1~},:>:,,<,,.:\’to codec. .::.:.,!

t*.,. “!’.>.>
commanding ratio reference for any input level. if the

.*.:*L‘~?i+,*.,.)
For small inpu~~~~ls, the commanding ratio reference

output of A2 is more than 0.7 volts below VCC/2, then becomes ~~~utpht of A2 rather than the diode drop.
the positive input of Al is (VCC/2 - 0.7). The on diode The opi-~~~’cbmpanding ratio on Pin 4 is then com-

drop at the input of Al represents a 120/0commanding pare@ @&a,$@’mpanding ratio smaller than 127. which is

ratio (129A = 0.7 V/6.O V). de~.~inkd by the voltage drop across Rx and the gain
The present step size of the operating codec is directly &#f AZend Al. The gain of A2 is afso experimentally

related to the voltage across Rx, which established the ti~,~~ermined, but once determined, the circuitry is easify

FIGURE 18- TELEPHONE)Q&AL’bY DELT~OD CQDER
{Both double intqration and mtive compandinq&~~~$Nare U* to obtain improvd CVSD perfo~anc~
L=er trimming of the Integrated cimuit prowid-’~{!able idle channd and etep size range chatiteristiw.)

.,,.
>,., ~‘.

&
.-.

2.2 k

+
33 k Al

Ra
R3

lk

7.5 k

200 k

+

I
= 0.1 UF 0.1 MF

1N914

lk

Al, A2.

MC145S

m MO-ROLA Semiconductor Products Inc.
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TELEPHONE CARRIER QUALITY CODEC USING MC3418 (mntinued)

FIGURE 19- SIGNAL-TCNOISE PERFORMANCE
AND FREQUENCY RESPONSE

(Wowing the improvement ma] ized with

tie cimuit in Figuro 18.)

a. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE PERFORMANCE OF TELEPHONY
QUALITY DELTAMODULATOR

35 I

m
u

4 BIT ALGORITHM

3?.?K B ITS
1 kHz TEST TONE

C MESSAGE WEIGHT

4

20 ~
48 -36 -24 -12 0 12

INPUT LEVEL IN aEmO

b. FREQUENCY RESPONSE wrsus INPUT LEVEL

(SLOPE OVERLOAD CHARACTER ISTIC)

EOm
u -10
z

J -20
u

$ -30-1

repeated.
Wth no input signal, the commanding ratio at Pin 4

goes to zero and the voltage across Rx goes to zero.
The voltage at the output of AZ becomes zero since
there is no drop across R% Wth no signal input, the
actively controlled step size vanished.

The minimum step size is established by the 50QJk
resistor between VCC and VCC/2 and is there fo~$&,@:$
pendently selectable. ,*,::.’1.‘“’.,+,+,.,

b,, ,,1.*>N
The sign81 to rsoise results of the active c@@ing

network are shown in Figure 19. A smootktZi@J~roP is
realized from +12 dBrn to -24 under t{@’’~i&&$ol of Al.
At -24 dBm, A2 begins to degene,w~%~~$companding
reference and the resulting step siz&~s U@uced so as to

extend the dynamic range o{p~~ <~dec by 20 dBm.
The s}ope overload char~~fw is also shown. The

“ ~*>.‘):;:>
active commanding netw&ipr~tiuces improved perfor--\ , ,t::i ,,,,
mance with frequency,*$,~~;&i#Bm slope overload point is
raised to 4.8 k Hz b:ca~w$ the gain available in control.

Iing the voitage ~r&s, Rx, The curves demonstrate that

‘8’’-’’”the level Iinea~~~l{,,~ been maintained or improved.*
The co@d$:~n~~igure 18 is designed sp~ificatty for

37.7K bifl[g~’~e’rns. However, the benefits of the active
com~~din~%e~ork are not Iimited to high bit rate

$Y$l~~*%;,8Y modifiing the crossover region (changing
tW~ i~n of A21, the active twhnique may be used to

~J,,~$~~@Ve t~@ Wrformance of lower bit rate systems.
‘“%:, ‘The performance and repeatability of the codec in

Figure 18 represents a significant step forward in the am

and colt of CVSD codee designs.

●A targer value for ~ is required in the decoder circuit
than in the encoder to adjust the levet tinearity with
frequency. In Figure 18, 0.050 pF would work well.

Deslgn~ for 0.28 d6 rippie in the passband

Wn . 3kHz

w% = ~6k Hz

AdB at U< and above 29.5 dO

m MOTOROLA Semicoflductor Pmduc& Inc.
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FIGURE21 - FULL DUPLEX/32K BIT CVSD VOICE CODEC USING MC3517/18 AND M=503/6 OP AMP

Oigita[ ~u?PuT

Force idle

Channel -~

Analog Input

C2

R1

N

a

Clock

+5 v

Note: Alt Res. 5%

All C8D. 59A

Input filter Sp~ificatiOns

12 dB/Octa.e Rolloff above 3.3 kHz

6 dS/Octave Rolloff below 50 Hz

Output Filter Spmificatiom

8reak FrequencV -3.3 kHz

Stop Band -9 kHz

Stop 8and Atten, -50 d8

RollOff - >40 d6/Oclave

Filter Components

R1 -965 Q

R2 - ?2 Kn

R3 - 72 k~

R4 -63.46 k~

R5- 127 k~

R6 -365.5 k~

Ft7 - 7.645 M~

R8 – 72 k~

R9 -72 k~

RIO- 29.5 kn

R31 -72k~

Rx2

Cl –3.3wF

C2–837PF

C3 -536 PF

a- 1000 PF

C5 -222PF
C6 - ?7 PF
C7 – 3s pF
C8 -637 PF
C9 – 536 RF

Note: All Res. 0.1% TO 176.

All Cap. 1.07s

Semiconductor Pmducb Inc.
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COMPARATIVE CODEC PERFORMANCE

The salient feature of CVSD codms using the MC3517

and M~518 family is versatility. The range of codec

complexity tradeoffs and bit rate is so wide that one

cannot grasp the interdependency of parameters for

voice appljcJtions in a few pages.

Design of a specific codec must be tailored to the

digital channel bandwidth, the analog bandwidth, the

quality of signal transmission required and the cost

objectives. To illustrate the choices available, the data in
Figure 22 compares the signal-to-noise ratios and dynamic

range of various codec design options at 32K bits.

Generally, the relative merits of each design feature will

remain ;ntact in any application. Lowering the bit rare

will reduce the dynamic range and noise performance

of all techniques. As the bit rate is increased, the overall

performance of exh technique will improve and the need

for more complex designs diminishes.

Non.voice application of the M~517 and MC3518

are also possible. In those cases, the signal bandwidth

and amplitude characteristics must be defined before

the specification of codec parameters can begin. How-

ever, in general, the design can proceed along the lines of

the voice appl ication5 shown here, taking into account the

different signal bandwidth requirements.

FIGURE 22- COMPARATIVE CODEC PERFORMANCE -
SIGNAL-TONOISE RATIO FOR 1 kHz TEST TONE

35

~

E

s 20
u
z 15s
.
m

10

5.0

0
-b5 -40 -35 -30

Curve a - Compl~.m%bn&lrzg and double integration

Cuwe c$# X@~qrmion [figure 14— Mmla) with
?$<:+.0mV step size

C$~ d *+Single integration(figure 14— MCX17) with
s~ .,~$,th 25 mV stepske

@
Semiconducfar Produc& Inc.
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